Oracle Java Upgrade Services
Java is the most widely used professional development language and the #1 developer
choice for the cloud. To respond to the rapidly changing needs of developers, Oracle and
the Java community introduced a six-month release cadence for Java, increasing the
pace at which innovation is delivered to developers. It is now easier to keep up with this
innovation and move to newer releases, as each six-month release contains a smaller set
of updates compared to the substantial updates in the former two-to-three-year cadence
of the major releases. For large enterprises, this affords greater predictability, consistency,
and significant cost savings.

JAVA AT THE CORE OF YOUR APPLICATION
DEVELOPMENT
The Oracle Consulting (OCS) Java Upgrade Service assesses your environment(s) and
application(s) to ensure you that the upgrade process is smooth and transparent. OCS will
work with your team to perform upgrade pre/post-analysis to determine the appropriate
upgrade method and strategies to limit downtime.
The Java Server Upgrade addresses the following:
-

Java upgrade pre-analysis validation and recommendations
Java validation to ensure production workloads are not impacted by the
upgrade.
Java upgrade for Non-Production Development/Testing environments
Java upgrade for Production environments with limited downtime
Java post-analysis validation and recommendations

The pre/post-analysis will identify existing concerns and deliver a plan of action for those
areas identified. Some of these areas can be addressed with attention and focus of
existing resources; others will require expert consultation.
OCS will conduct a collaborative discovery and analysis workshop to review Oracle Java
Server Upgrade requirements. Oracle Consulting experts will deliver a holistic, actionable
project plan for your Java Upgrades.

KEY DELIVERABLES
-

Workshop covering Java upgrade requirements and upgrade methods

-

Project Management Plan and Baseline Project Plan

-

Java Upgrade Automation Scripts and Runbook

-

Extensible Java Upgrade Lifecycle Management Framework

-

Production Upgrade and Validation Results

-

Java Upgrade Reports
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Key Java Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simplicity, yet powerful tools
Portability across platforms
Standards
Security
Strong typing
Robust
Architectural neutral
High performance

Key Business Benefits
•

•
•

•
•

Oracle Consulting Java experts
that understand your upgrade
requirements
Increase agility with focus on Java
upgrades and leading practices
Accelerate your business practices
with proven methodology and
tools
Advise and guide your IT team
Java validated environment post
upgrade.

HOW WE ARE DIFFERENT
The Oracle Consulting team is focused exclusively on Oracle Technologies, and we
have the experts that others turn to for leading practices in Oracle hardware and
software implementations. We know how critical it is for any business to best
optimize your investment in Oracle products and can provide your business with
tightly integrated, comprehensive, superior services throughout your Oracle
Technology experience.

Related Services from OCS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Security Services
Application Assessments
Application Server Migrations
Application Architecture
Cloud Transformations
Java Performance Tuning

Why Oracle Consulting
•

GETTING STARTED
Leverage Oracle’s methods, tools, and extensive experience with customer
implementations across diverse industries and geographies. Tight integration
across Consulting, Development, Support, Education, and Global Delivery puts the
entire Oracle team behind your success. To learn more, contact your local Oracle
Consulting representative, or visit www.oracle.com/consulting.

•

•

•

Leading expertise: Oracle's own
experts providing thought
leadership for every Oracle
solution.
Broad Coverage: “End-to-end”
lifecycle services across the entire
Oracle product footprint
Global Scale: 13,000 Oracle
experts in 145 countries, serving
over 20 million users.
Upgrade Methods: Based on
industry standards, high quality
results across complex projects

CONNECT WITH US
Call +1.800.ORACLE1 or visit oracle.com.
Outside North America, find your local office at oracle.com/contact.
blogs.oracle.com

facebook.com/oracle

twitter.com/oracle
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